
Positouch

Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:26

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

02/06/2019 16:57

Solution: 1. New option per job - No Auto Tip Switch, blocks auto tips from jobs.

2. Wording changes during punchout on the time clock screen.

Date:Exe Version

6009Number:

6.41

01/31/2019 14:46

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue with oos and quantity on xml orders. Decrements properly if
Quantity tag used in xml ordering.

Date:Exe Version

6008Number:

6.41

01/28/2019 19:47

Solution: 1. Added logic to allow an XML order to close a check that is open at a terminal.
If an xml order is submitted, with payment information, and it is valid, the check will be closed and the
terminal where the check is open will return to the login screen.

2. Added logic for "banquet multipleier applies to next modifier".
Prep slips were not showing the quantities.

3. "CC AUTH WAITS FOR ALL AUTHORIZATIONS" is now, automatically set for EMV transactions when using split payments.

4. New SPCWIN.EXE icon. SPCWIN.EXE and POSITERM.EXE icons now differ.

Date:Exe Version

6007Number:

6.41

01/28/2019 11:07

Solution: *China Union Pay Launches New 8-Series (**810000-817199*)* BIN range by
Discover*

Date:Exe Version

6006Number:

6.40/5.40

01/16/2019 11:08

Solution: 1. New option: forward Check and Tax Totals to Middleware

2. Fixed an issue with CC REPEAT in 5.40

Date:Exe Version

6002Number:

5.40/6.40

01/15/2019 15:28

Solution: 1. Improvements for custom Shift4 TID and Multiple MIDs when using CC Repeat, Adjustments and Gift Cards.

2. Improvements to the Cashout reports.

    a. New Flag: Include Schedule, Actual Section - Entire House
        A three (3) line summary is added to the cashout report including the credit card total, even if Skip Sales and Payments is
chosen.

3. Repurposed PMS NUMBER OF COPIES as NUMBER OF COPIES PER PAYMENT type

4. Fix for an issue with SPCWIN restarting when using the option: Show Account Details on Send, Print

Date:Exe Version

6001Number:

6.41

12/31/2018 12:03

Solution: 1. *China Union Pay Launches New 8-Series (**800000-817199*)* BIN
range by Discover*

2. Service charges and discounts on an xml order were calculating properly in some cases.

3. Improvements for items ordered with prep sorting and consolidate on onscreen check

Date:Exe Version

5996Number:

6.41
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Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:26

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

12/31/2018 12:03

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue with the server name on VDUs when repeating an order

2. Fixed an issue with bumping an unpaid order on the Show Orders screen

Security.EXE
1.  Added new tags to security.xml

2. Fix for handling low resolution screens. The Security.EXE screen now can scroll to see the entire screen.

3. Date/Time/size of the security.exe are determined directly from the exe and not when the exe was copied on the machine

Date:Exe Version

5995Number:

6.41 and Security.exe

12/31/2018 12:03

Solution: 1. Improved logic for tip adjustments when using Multiple MIDs.

2. The first part of the flag “Add Suggested Gratuity at EMV payments” becomes
default action for all EMV configurations, whether on or off in the backoffice.

3. Fix for the logic of using gift certificates for advanced deposits
with credit card split payment and Edit Tips on payment flag.

4. Improvements for sites using very old hardware keys. Some sites report SPCWIN may hang at startup.

Date:Exe Version

5994Number:

6.41

11/13/2018 16:20

Solution: 1. Improvements to the math used when an Open Dollar Discount is applied and Service Charges are also on the check.

2. Improvements for sites using Bar Codes on a Fast Order screen, and changes to the screen layout switch the terminal to a
regular order screen.

3. Some sites may report an issue with hourly sales reporting on the front of the house cashout following an Immediate System
Change.

4. Improvements for Number in Party set from Seats.

5. Improvements for Multiple Merchant IDs and POSiPAY. All secondary transactions will use the original Merchant ID, even if the
secondary transaction is performed at another terminal with a different Merchant ID.

Date:Exe Version

5989Number:

6.41.0

10/26/2018 16:26

Solution: Spanish SPCWIN

Date:Exe Version

5982Number:

6.41.0 Spanish

10/25/2018 09:45

Solution: Improvements for Shift4 TID field that will be only applied under S4 flag and only for CC
channel 1. The bug affected the PosiPay sites with this S4 TID field and
Paytronix running on CC Channel 2. In some cases the Paytronix message may appear on the wrong terminal when using the S4
TID field in setup > hardware > terminal stations.

Date:Exe Version

5981Number:

6.41.0

10/24/2018 12:09

Solution: New feature to allow sequential menuw style sets with QM.

Date:Exe Version

5980Number:

6.41.0
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SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

10/24/2018 11:24

Solution: 1. Improvements for incorrect covers per hour.

2. Improvements for KVDU and showing the server/table number at the top and bottom of order.

3. Added declared tip adjustments to the time report.

4. Improvements for auto combos. In some cases the auto combo may not apply.

5. Fix for the issue when checks numbers having a sub check number for
checks that were not supposed to have sub check numbers.

6.  Improvements for $0.00 sale and add Cash Back, the drawer is may not always open.

7. Improvements for the Tip calculating correctly using Tip preset buttons
on CC auth screen. .

8. New flags:
    Forward check and tax totals to middleware
    Forward CC Tip amount to middleware
    Do not print slips if Auth > ChkAmt
        Used by POSipay and start tab. Will prevent a signature slip from printing when pre authing an amount.
    Merchant Index - for use with POSIPAY and mutliple terminal IDs for a site that has multiple properties running on a single
UTG/POSipay installation.

9. SPCWIN will now directly insert the date and version into Error.LST file.

10. Security.exe and License improvemetns.
    a. Improved logic for the hardware signature verification.
    b. Robust 3 day override logic in both SPCWIN.EXE or via new SECURITY.EXE that works with all spcwin versions.
    c. Security /erase removes all pending updates
    d. Added LocalIPAddress and LastShutdownDate tags to security.xml
    e. Added the ability for spcwin to call an external batch or exe via topmsg.$$$
    f. Security.exe will automatically adjust UI based on the screen resolution. For smaller resolutions, UI will display in two-page
mode if both license and HW key are on the system.

    g. Added new security function 7 (added to the security sheets to be
released next month) to globally reset CC communication from both spcwin.exe
and security.exe. If used from security.exe, the new spcwin is required.

h. As the last step for both 1 and 3 day key overrides the spcwin will
ask if the ISC is needed and will restart spcwin if ISC was requested

Date:Exe Version

5979Number:

6.41.0

10/23/2018 15:36

Solution: 1. Improvements for Card Lookup feature configured on Channel 2 and CC Remote
processing on Channel 1. The problem was that if CC Remote channel was
selected before touching Card Lookup button, the spcwin was sending Lookup
transaction to Channel 1 instead of Channel 2. Primarily for POSIPAY sites.

2. As the last step for both 1 and 3 day key overrides the spcwin will
automatically restart the spcwin after touching Ok button on the status
dialog.

3. New feature to restrict tip adjust to tipped jobs. .

Date:Exe Version

5977Number:

6.41.0
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Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:27

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

08/31/2018 11:05

Solution: 1. Improvements for sites using Quantity Buttons and Price Tables. Some sites may report pricing incorrect when using Quantity
Buttons.

2. Fixed an issue with Quantity Buttons used for seat numbers. New functionality allows for numbers up to 999.

3. Added logic to update kitchen videos' check totals when items are deleted from the check.

4. Improvements for displaying the server and table number at the bottom of the vdu bottom.

5. Added the ability for job based menu assignments on fast order terminals.

6. PosiPay related fixes:
    a. Permanently disable encryption on the PosiPay CC Channel 1
    b. Added logic to SPCWIN where - if a gratuity is declined, SPCWIN will adjust the closed check to reflect a zero tip on the
check. The server's cashout will also reflect the zero tip for the check. The same logic is applied to Tip Adjustment checks.

7. When using the "Include tip with auth amount" on the credit card auth screen, the screen may display in unexpected ways.
Additionally, in some rare cases a message of "Insufficient fund for full tip" may display incorrectly, when a site does not use the
"Enter TIps on CC AUTH" option.

Date:Exe Version

5975Number:

6.41.0

08/16/2018 09:23

Solution: Fixed an issue where the 'round up' feature, in rare cases may cause corruption in the payment record of a cash payment.
SPCWIN.EXE dated 7/17/18 - 8/15/18 should be updated.

Date:Exe Version

5972Number:

6.41.0

08/15/2018 15:11

Solution: 1. Improvements for sending seat numbers in the XML output files, primarily used by kitchen video systems.

2. New logic: For the Start Tab name in EMV configuration. Manually entered Start
Tab name will take precedence over the cardholder name obtained from the
card processed on EMV device.

Date:Exe Version

5971Number:

6.41.0

08/08/2018 19:25

Solution: 1. Some sites have reported an issue with redeeming a gift card on one terminal while doing a tip adjustment on another.

2. Added logic to make PosiPay default settings:
  -Tip adjust in one transaction = ON
  - Use refund transaction = OFF

3. Fix for specific LevelUp issue of populating the payment screen with
combination of "remote" and XML payment types.

Date:Exe Version

5969Number:

6.41.0
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Positouch

Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:27

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

08/02/2018 12:11

Solution: 1. Release of the CASHBACK feature where users can account for cash given back to a guest above a "change" amount. Allows
users to put a cash back amount on their credit card charge.
New UI dat files are required for this feature.

2. Changed the option "fast orders do not use starting check number"

Date:Exe Version

5968Number:

6.41.0

07/30/2018 18:50

Solution: 1. New changed for POSiPAY as a service.

2. Improvements for the option "File to prevent manual shutdown" in Restaurant Misc Data > System 3.

Date:Exe Version

5967Number:

6.41.0

07/23/2018 18:58

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue with START TAB and EMV cards. Some sites reported SPCWIN restarting.

2. Improvements for using Seat to Separate Checks.

* This SPCWIN should be used in place of 07/09/18 and 07/17/18 SPCWIN versions

Date:Exe Version

5966Number:

6.41.0

07/17/2018 09:55

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue where Start Tab with EMV and a combination of using item REPEAT function on the order screen of another
check, may cause issues when performed in a particular sequence of events.

2. Improvements for the Round Up feature.

3. Added the ability to assign a API TID (UTG Configuration Setting) to a terminal in the backoffice.

4. Improvements for discounts related to discounts that subtract, max discount amount, open dollar discounts and multiple taxes.

5. Improvements for sites using auto combos. Some sites reported a temporary malfunction in rare situations.

Date:Exe Version

5960Number:

6.41.0

07/09/2018 18:56

Solution: Added logic to allow seat numbers 1 - 999.

Date:Exe Version

5957Number:

6.41.0

07/02/2018 14:33

Solution: Fix for an uncommon Temporary Malufunction

Date:Exe Version

5954Number:

6.41.0

06/27/2018 16:47

Solution: 1. Improvements for Start Tab and customer name on EMV transactions. In rare cases, the incorrect gues name may appear on a
check.

2. Increased logging ability with ARG2=456 for transerv IP and port logging.

Date:Exe Version

5951Number:

6.41.0
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Positouch

Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:27

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

06/20/2018 18:57

Solution: 1. Repeat does split with quantities. Added global flag for this
feature.   To have the repeat button split off items ordered with quantity
you need:

   a. Global mixed mod flag
   b. New flag for this feature
   c.Item in question needs cell mixed mod flag

2. Improvements for drive mirroring when the backup machine is a Windows 10 machine.

3.Improvements for POSiPAY when the first six digits of the bin range are not returned in an authorization. (i.e For sites where
megaTokens may not have been activated on the processor side).

Date:Exe Version

5950Number:

6.41.0

06/11/2018 15:03

Solution: 1, Improvements: SPCWIN will back up the punch file every 10 minutes and when SPCWIN starts.
 Similar to the check file copies.  Punch2.T00 through
Punch2.T99 and Punch2.P00 through  Punch2.P99. While the spcwin is running
in the backup mode, it will make the copies Punch2.R00 through  Punch2.R99

2. License related enhancements:

-  Allow one day key override -supercedes any license errors
and a demo mode

-  Overrides "Do not allow to run system in DEMO mode if the license
is not valid (expired, corrupted, etc)".

-  Extend validation window for license error 4 (PC signature
mismatch) from one day to five days. This will give support extra days to
resolve this type of license error caused by some posdrvr hardware changes.
The security.exe will reflect the end of 5 day validation window in the
"valid until" display and in the <Valid> tag of security.xml.

-  Added support for "Seasonal" sites.  Current PosiKey recently
added "Seasonal" setting.  If a site is marked as "Seasonal", online reporting for being offline will be increased to 30 days, versus
the current two days.

Date:Exe Version

5946Number:

6.41.0

06/06/2018 09:03

Solution: 1. Improvements for open dollar discounts and application of multiple taxes.

2. Improvements for XML Ordering, PLU and Specials price overrids.

3. Improvements for option routing when using XML ordering.

4. OOS Groups. Adds an OOSGroupQuantity tag to oos xml file for
items that have quantity 888 which means they are part of a group.

5. Fixed an issue with the Suggest Gratuity option not working.

6. Improvements for the option "Suggested Gratuity on CC Slips, only if full amount"

7. POSiPAY related improvements from all previous versions.

8. Improvements and new options for updating open checks via XML. New backoffice setting "Allows Allow".

9. Added visual highlighting to the CC REMOTE button on the left of the CC AUTH screen. The button will now be 'highlighted' if the
user arrives on the CC AUTH screen by touching the REMOTE button on the payment screen.

Date:Exe Version

5942Number:

6.41.0
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Positouch

Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:27

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

05/10/2018 14:56

Solution: 1. For use with POSiPAY and other 3rd party programs using Transerv Channels.
POSiPAY must be transerv channel 1.

2. Improvements for snapshot check total line.

Date:Exe Version

5939Number:

6.41.0

05/03/2018 13:32

Solution: 1. Improvements for Exception handling and XML ordering.

2. SPCWIN will now reject XML orders with ItemNumber 65000 and larger.

3. Improvements for dupe only if routed to option

Date:Exe Version

5936Number:

6.41.0

04/29/2018 18:39

Solution: 1. Improvements for sites using POSiCloud and having a large number of closed checks at the end of the day.

2. Fixed an issue where the NRT number may be read as zero (0).

3. New ability: Add the line into the spcwin.ini CFAccessLog=YES to log in the
error.lst the list of the third part EXEs that prevent the spcwin from
opening a check file. This line makes this feature optional instead of the
default in the previous spcwin releases.

4. Improvements for the quantity tag for modifiers and banquet modifiers.

5. Improvements for XML out of stock reporting.

6. Fixed an issue where rear facing displays may not display correctly.

7. Improvements for user priv 122 - no cashout
printout,and the PosiCloud file output.

8. Improvements for deleted cell type 27 memos excluded from checkfile.

Date:Exe Version

5934Number:

6.41.0

04/23/2018 20:15

Solution: 1. improvements for multipliers in XML, cloud API. Not yet released.

2. Added logic to allow 3rd party EMV responses to reply with XXXXXX or xxxxxx in the cc auth reply. Previously only xxxxxxx was
permitted.

3. POSiPAY improvements for long responses.

Date:Exe Version

5933Number:

6.41.00

04/20/2018 12:22

Solution: 1. Improvements in software license registration and HW key management.

2. Fix for handling suggested (applied) gratuity in case of limited
balance gift cards/branded credit cards when processed remotely (EMV) and
processed in SPCWIN as the pseudo debit mode.

Date:Exe Version

5932Number:

6.41.0
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Positouch

Report Number 39 Printed : 02/07/2019 17:01:27

SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

04/11/2018 13:03

Solution: 1. Improvements for the Out of Stock XML file (OOS.XML). In some cases the out of stock may report incorrectly.

2. Improvements when using the "Print EMV data on validated check" option and there are multiple card payments (gift cards) on
the check.
In some cases, duplicate slips may print.

Date:Exe Version

5930Number:

6.40

04/10/2018 14:01

Solution: 1. Improvements when using the "Print EMV data on validated check" option and there are multiple card payments (gift cards) on
the check.
In some cases, duplicate slips may print.

Date:Exe Version

5929Number:

6.41.0

04/09/2018 15:31

Solution: 1. Improvements for Tax Exempt Discount to block comps.

2. Improvements for XML ordering when attempting to open the check at a terminal.

Date:Exe Version

5928Number:

6.41.0

04/05/2018 08:32

Solution: 1. Improvements for printing suggested gratuities when not all six suggested gratuities are used.

2. Some sites may report that when reprinting a credit card, the entered tip amount does not print.

3. Some sites may report that the option "Flash Category required to close check" is not working.

4. Fixed a rate issue where items would be zeroed out after the check was closed.

Date:Exe Version

5927Number:

6.41.0

04/05/2018 08:22

Solution: English & French Versions
Improvements when priting suggested gratuities.

Date:Exe Version

5926Number:

6.40/5.40

04/02/2018 12:15

Solution: 1. Improvements for Round Up for Charity.
In some cases the next dollar amount may not be rounded up to.

2. In rare cases, once a check is closed, the items on the check may be zeroed out.

Date:Exe Version

5925Number:

6.40/5.40

04/02/2018 11:40

Solution: 1. Improvements for using 6.41.0 on POSReady 2009 systems. Some systems did not originally support the newer SPCWIN
version.

2. Improvements for Round Up for Charity.
In some cases the next dollar amount may not be rounded up to.

Date:Exe Version

5924Number:

6.41.0

03/27/2018 11:41

Solution: Various VDU improvements

Date:Exe Version

5923Number:

6.41.0
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SPCWIN UPDATES BY DATE

02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

03/22/2018 17:13

Solution: 1. Improvements for Suggested Gratuities from 03/15/18.

2. Fixed an issue with the new "REFUND TRANSACTION", where the tip amount may not be included in overring checks.

Date:Exe Version

5920Number:

6.40/5.40

03/22/2018 16:43

Solution: 1. Replaces SPCWIN 6.41.0 dated 02/28/18 and 03/11/18. Some middlewares may not handle the additional data in a credit card
transaction request. Additional data has been removed.

2. Improvements for Quick Update when sites use daily SPECIALS file.

3. Allow the use of suggested gratuities 4 - 6, even when suggested gratuities 1 - 3 are not in use.

4. Improvements around the exclusive comps option.

5. Added logic to record any program that is currnetly locking the checkfile from being accessed.
The entry in the error.lst would be similar to:
03/20/18 15:35:38 911 (1)The check file US032018.INV is currently open by
<C:\Program Files (x86)\BreakPoint Software\Hex Workshop 4.2\hworks32.exe>

Date:Exe Version

5919Number:

6.41.0

03/15/2018 17:49

Solution: English & French versions.

1. Added logic to allow suggested gratuities # 4 - 6, even when #1 - 3 are not in use.

2. Fixed an issue with adjustments when using the option Post Checks and Payments to Cashier.

Date:Exe Version

5918Number:

6340/5.40

03/11/2018 17:41

Solution: Fixed an issue Tax Included discounts.

Date:Exe Version

5916Number:

6.41.0

02/28/2018 12:00

Solution: 1. Fix to prevent adding option to a check as a very first item through
entering PLU number. The problem was that PrepOrder XML output was missing
all ItemDetail sections details.

2.  New: Populate check total amount (w/o tax) and total tax amount in the
fields 'r' and 's' on every AT&UM transaction.

3. Fix for the DefaultPaymentType tag, that should apply only to the
current XML order and the check for this XML order.

4. Fix for round up feature, where it re-enters last amount on a random
check.

Date:Exe Version

5915Number:

6.41.0

02/28/2018 09:00

Solution: 1. Fix for the DefaultPaymentType tag, that should apply only to the
current XML order and the check for this XML order.

2. Fix for round up feature, where it re-Enters last amount on a random
Check.

Date:Exe Version

5914Number:

6.40
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02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

02/22/2018 17:28

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue wtih "Post Payments to Cashier" and reopening a closed check.
An accounting issue with the cashouts could occur.

2. Improvements for XML Ordering - where an order's check number or credit card authorization number may be damaged.

3. Improvements for Out of Stock and Specials where the count may be reduced, but not incremented, when
a bounce order (Function 1, ErrorLevel 1) or a failed "New Order" or "Update Order" occurs.

4. Improvements for XML <ItemName> tag when using the inventory description. Modifiers are now included, as well as, main
items.

5. General housekeeping improvements.

6. Improvements allow the START TAB option, when using EMV, to record the guest's name without waiting for approval of the
card amount for Pre-Auth.

7. Improvements for Prep Sequence Name on View/Edit screen.

8. Improvements for AMEX cards and EMV, when using the Repeat option on CC AUTH.
In some cases, the middleware may return an unexpected number of digits representing the card number. In these cases, when the
user chooses REPEAT, the system may not display the new check total for approval.

Date:Exe Version

5911Number:

6.41.0

02/07/2018 18:18

Solution: Improved logic for AMEX transctions done via EMV. In some cases, the middleware may not return the expected number of digits
when using an AMEX card. (The card number is masked when sent to POSitouch).
When using the REPEAT option on the CC AUTH screen, the amount may be incorrect - reflecting only the outstanding balance of
the check and not the new total of the check.

Date:Exe Version

5908Number:

6.41.0
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02/01/2018 - 02/28/2019

02/05/2018 15:58

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue with SPCWIN version 6.41.0 from 11/28/17, where, after an immediate system change,
the wrong user may be displayed when another user logs into the system.

2. Out of Stock and XML Ordering improvements. In some cases, when an item is listed under Out of Stock and specials,
if a "NEW" or "UPDATE ORDER" is received via XML Ordering, and the order fails, the item's count is reduced by one and not
incremented. A bounce order (Function 1, ErrorLevel 1) had the same effect, lowering the count of the item, incorrectly.

3. Enforce the user privilege "Access Others' Tables" on Table View.

4. Improved XML Ordering and <ItemName> tag, using inventory description. Added logic to apply to modifiers, as well as, main
items.

5. Improvements for XML Services and messages (where a large red box appears wth a message).
In some cases, the popup message may be behind standard POSitouch messages, causing POSiterm to stop responding, since
the user cannot
confirm the popup message.

6. Improvements for Start Tab and EMV. Previously, users had to wait to ring in items until the preauth amount was approved, in
order for the name on the card to be captured.

7. Improvements for Prep Sequence name on View/Edit.

8. Improvements for Check CVV and CVV Length when used in conjunction with gift cards.

9. New option. Setup > Payment > Forms of Payment > Manager's Authorization Required? > If Over:
Allows users to set an amount, and if over that amount, requires a manager's approval.

10. Housekeeping improvements.

Date:Exe Version

5907Number:

6.41.0

51

Average Duration :

Total Calls :

Total Duration : 0

0
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